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Abstract
Subdivision surfaces solve numerous problems related to the geometry of character and animation models. However, unlike on
parametrised surfaces there is no natural choice of texture coordinates on subdivision surfaces. Existing algorithms for generating
texture coordinates on non-parametrised surfaces often find solutions that are locally acceptable but globally are unsuitable for use
by artists wishing to paint textures. In addition, for topological reasons there is not necessarily any choice of assignment of texture
coordinates to control points that can satisfactorily be interpolated
over the entire surface. We introduce a technique, pelting, for finding both optimal and intuitive texture mapping over almost all of an
entire subdivision surface and then show how to combine multiple
texture mappings together to produce a seamless result.
Keywords: Curves & Surfaces, Texture Mapping, Physically
Based Animation

1 Introduction
Subdivision surfaces [5], [6] possess unique advantages over traditionally used NURBS surfaces that make them ideal for animated
models. Complex models can be modeled with the efficiency of
polygons and the smoothness of NURBS and other spline surfaces.
Multi-limbed characters can be created using a single, contiguous mesh when using subdivision surfaces, something that is, in
most cases, not possible using a single NURBS or other type of
parametrised surface.
The most obvious advantage of using a single mesh to define, for
example, a humanoid model, can be seen during the deformation
or rigging process. Keeping closed seams and tangency between
multiple NURBS patches, trimmed or untrimmed, becomes very
difficult in areas where multiple joints exert influence over vertices
of these multiple surfaces. With subdivision surfaces, the use of a
single polygon mesh to define the head, torso, arms, and legs makes
skeletal binding and weighting a much simpler and more effective
process.
However, in order to apply surface detail with 2 dimensional texture maps [4],[12] the surface must be parametrised. Spline patches
come with a natural parametrisation, but there is no such natural

parametrisation on subdivision surfaces. In fact, as subdivision surfaces may have arbitrary topologies, there may in fact be no global
parametrisation over the entire surface. In this paper we look at
an approach to providing parametrisations for regions of subdivision surfaces and combining these into one continuous colour map
on the surface. Much of our discussion also applies to polygonal
models however subdivision surfaces have some extra complications making them more instructive to consider.

2 Background
Traditionally the way to represent the geometry of CG creatures
is through the use of NURBS [9]. Unfortunately, there are many
difficulties with arranging separate NURBS together so that they
define a single smooth surface. The problems of arranging NURBS
to abut against each other with a shared tangent are well known
to those who have worked with commercial modelling packages.
However, even when these problems have been solved there are
difficulties with arranging textures to vary continuously over the
seams between patches. Renderers need to sample texture values
over a region in order to interpolate cleanly, anti-alias, and to calculate quantities like normals for correct lighting of displacement
maps. As a result even when the geometry of NURBS join cleanly
with a common tangent the surface detail can appear to have ‘tears’
along seams. Subdivision surfaces can provide a way to solve all
of these problems resulting in texture and displacements that are
continuous over the entire surface.
Subdivision surfaces are constructed by starting with a polygonal
. A subdivision process is applied
mesh that forms a manifold,
and then
to this mesh to produce a new higher resolution mesh
that better apthis process is iterated to form meshes
proximate the limiting mesh
[6], [7]. The subdivision scheme
is chosen in such a way that under reasonable conditions the limiting surface is smooth.
In this paper we consider only Catmull-Clark surfaces but the
techniques extend naturally to other subdivision schemes. (For clarity of exposition we consider mainly Catmull-Clark surfaces derived from quadrilateral meshes. After the first Catmull-Clark refinement any polygonal mesh becomes a quadrilateral mesh anyway
[22].)
Unfortunately, assigning texture coordinates to a subdivision surface can be a difficult problem. Firstly, there is a purely topological
problem. There is no way to assign texture coordinates to a sphere,
for example, in such a way that the assignment is continuous and
every point is assigned a unique pair of texture coordinates. Even
worse - by the Borsuk-Ulam theorem [19] it is guaranteed that there
are antipodal points on the sphere that are mapped to the same texture coordinates. So attempting to map a sphere using one global
coordinate system is doomed to catastrophic failure. This problem
is well known from cartography. Similar results hold for models
with topologies other than that of the sphere. There are a number
of ways to sidestep this problem:







   

Use texture mappings with discontinuities





Change the topology of the surface maps



Use 3d solid textures rather than 2d textures



Don’t seek a global texture map but instead use multiple local
textures

We consider these options in turn. It is difficult to ensure that
texture mappings with discontinuities look seamless because renderers require continuous functions in order to calculate normals
for bump mapping or sample areas for anti-aliasing (this is similar
to the aforementioned problem with joining NURBS surfaces).
There are a number of approaches to changing the topology of
the underlying objects. One approach to changing the model is to
break it into individual pieces that can each be globally texture
mapped - unfortunately this gives the problem of arranging that
there are no seams between pieces. One can arrange for pieces
to overlap but now we run into many of the same problems found
with NURBS and additionally we lose the advantages of being able
to work with a single model. Another approach can be best illustrated with a cylinder. A cylinder may be formed by rolling a sheet
of paper, so that the opposite ends of the paper overlap. However,
this overwrapping still requires breaking and rebuilding the original
geometry and does not generalise easily to all topologies.
Using a solid texture for the entire model is inefficient and cumbersome. It is far easier for artists to paint 2d texture maps with
familiar painting tools.
We chose the fourth approach because we found we could work
uniformly with surfaces of any topology and always guarantee a final colour map that was completely smooth. In addition we found
the task of managing multiple overlapping textures to be much easier than that of managing overlapping geometries because the former has no impact on the work of modellers or animators. (Note
that from a mathematical viewpoint these approaches may be similar.)
We broke the problem down into two stages:



Finding a way to texture regions on the model in a fashion that
is intuitive for artists to work with and



Joining together different regions in a completely seamless
way

Assigning texture coordinates to a subdivision surface consists of
two parts - assigning values to control vertices on the zeroth refinement of the mesh and a technique for interpolating these values over
the surface. Therefore, we need to consider interpolation schemes.
Stam [22] describes a set of basis functions that parametrise
patches on the subdivision surface corresponding to each quadrilateral in the zeroth refinement. This parametrisation defines a pair
. Using these values
of coordinates on the surface to
we may bilinearly interpolate scalar values assigned at the vertices
of the quadrilateral to define scalar fields over each patch and hence
over the entire surface. Denote the set of functions on the sub. Unfortunately,
division surface obtained in this way by
these fields are only guaranteed to be
differentiable 1 on the interior of each patch. They have discontinuities in the first derivative
along the edges and so texture coordinates chosen from
can result in texture maps that look unattractive. (Actually, these
discontinuities are not necessarily a problem for single images, but
they have a tendency to look bad when animated.)
According to [7] another technique for assigning texture coordinates to points on a subdivision surface is to consider scalar values
assigned at vertices to be coordinates in an extra dimension. For
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Figure 1: The domain of control of
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is conexample a vertex at
with texture coordinates
sidered to be a point
. We then apply the subdivision
process in the dimensionally extended space - 5 dimensional in this
example. Each point in the subdivision surface
defines a point in 3D
with texture coordinates
.
Under reasonable conditions these fields are
over the entire subdivision surface. Denote the set of functions produced this way by
. Our goal is to produce texture coordinate functions that
. It is useful to introduce the idea of the domain of
lie in
. This is the set of control points that
control of a point on
. In Figure 1 we
determine the value at of a scalar field in
illustrate the domain of control of an example point - the vertices
inside and on the boundary of the red region form the domain of
control.
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3 Texture Mapping Creatures
We now turn to the problem of assigning surface detail to a subdivision surface. Much of what we discuss applies equally well
to polygonal models, however, the interpolation scheme that we
use for subdivision surface texturing causes some extra complications that are not present in polygonal models. Typical methods
included projection, solid textures [20] or two-part texturing [3].
These methods can be difficult to use with complex surfaces, so we
chose to use 2 dimensional texture mapping using texture coordinate fields defined over the surface. We now look at the problem
of choosing how to assign texture coordinates to control vertices.
Even on a region that has no topological obstruction to being continuously texture mapped there is no natural choice of such texture
coordinates. This makes the problem of choosing texture coordinates for subdivision surfaces similar to that for implicit surfaces
or for surfaces derived from point coulds [13], [14],[15],[8]. One
useful characteristic of any technique for assigning texture coordinates to a surface is to ensure that distances between points on the
surface are represented accurately in the distances between the corresponding points in the texture space. (For surfaces with non-zero
implicit curvature there will always be some distortion of distances
[21].) This makes it much easier for artists to work with a 2 dimensional texture because the image they paint closely reflects how it
will look in 3D. It also ensures uniformity in the look of the surface
and efficiency in the storage of texture information. One approach
to achieving this is to define a function that represents the extent
to which distances are distorted by the texture mapping function.
One can then find the mapping that minimises this parametric distortion. Ma [17] describes an algorithm that minimises a discrete

Figure 2: A pelting frame. The surrounding circle is the frame and
the dashed lines represent the springs instantiated around the edge
of the model and along the edges of the model.

approximation to a distortion measure on a grid. There are a number of different candidates for a measure of distortion such as the
Green-Lagrange deformation tensor [18], [2]. An elementary approach is to consider the lengths of the edges of the polygon mesh
in texture space and make the functional the sum of the squares of
the deviations of the lengths of the edges.
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where  A is the length of edge G and C A is the distance between
the two points in texture space. (Dividing by  A provides a certain
amount of invariance with respect to the details of the tesselation.
Splitting an edge into two pieces by adding a new vertex7 in the middle will make no difference to the minimum value of .) We can

then use standard ”black box” minimisation techniques to minimise
this function.
Unfortunately, this is not necessarily adequate. This is a complex
search problem with many local minima - especially for complex
surfaces. Sometimes ‘buckling’ [18] can occur during minimisation. In addition, minima do not necessarily preserve approximate
symmetries in the original model that artists involved in a production desire. Sometimes there are other factors that artists feel are
more important than minimising distortion including aesthetic aspects of the resulting texture mappings. In short, many of the existing techniques provide mappings that are locally good but globally
over the whole model the result is not suitable for production work
- especially with complex models. We now consider a way to deal
with all of these issues.
There are a number of different types of terms that can be added
to Equation 1 in order to eliminate problems, for example, terms
to prevent faces ‘flipping’ [18] or angular variation. We use a different approach. Equation 1 is formally identical to the total energy of a collection of springs that obey Hooke’s law except that
the dynamics is described only in 2D. Temporarily we will work
with texture coordinates that lie in a 3D space. The resulting energy can now be minimised by deriving equations of motion from
Equation 1, adding damping terms, and running a dynamics solver
until a steady state is achieved [1]. Suppose we have a model that is
topologically equivalent to a disk. We can add springs to the boundary of this disk with the opposing ends of these springs attached to
a surrounding fixed frame. (See Figure 2 for an example using a
hemisphere model.)
What this does is ensure that the edges of region to be textured

Figure 3: An example cut

are ‘spread out’ and it pulls the entire system out of local minima.
The fact that we have extended the system to 3 dimensions is significant. If the orientation of a face in the 2D texture space is opposite
to what it should be at the global minimum then it will often be
caught in a local minimum because in order to ‘flip’ it over one
or two vertices will have to actually pass through other edges in
the polygon in order to reach the global minimum and hence pass
through a higher energy state. In 3D no such flipping is necessary because each face can smoothly rotate to its correct orientation. With suitable choice of spring length and stiffness the system
quickly achieves a state where it is almost flat and now texture coordinates may be applied by planar projection.
There is, of course, another way of looking at this: we are carrying out a simulation of a procedure traditionally used to stretch out
animal hides for tanning. As a result the user can intuitively interact with the minimisation procedure and if starting with a creature
model can arrange to end up with a texture that is in the form a pelt.
We call this technique pelting.
The dynamics model we have just described is very elementary.
In principle it could be made much more sophisticated - in particular we could add extra springs arranged so as to minimise shearing
of the texture. However we have found that in practice that the
strength of the pelting process is that it quickly finds a global texture mapping that is an excellent starting point for a subsequent
local refinement. For this reason the precise details of the dynamics
used are relatively unimportant.

4 The Pelting Procedure in Detail
For a model topologically equivalent to a sphere we need only make
one cut in order to have a model that is topologically equivalent to
a disk. Before the cutting procedure is described there is an important point to make: these cuts are for the sake of generating texture
coordinates only. After our procedure is described we will show
how texture coordinates can be transferred back to the original uncut model in a way that provides smooth colour mapping.
A cut is a collection of edges that form a connected tree. In
our pelting tool the user indicates this set of edges and the software operates on the model by duplicating the edges and vertices
as in figure Figure 3. Although we have illustrated point 2, say, as
duplicated into distinct points 2a and 2b, these two points actually
have the same location in 3D space. The cutting process changes
the connectivity of the faces, edges and vertices only. The edges
around the cut form a topological circle and we walk around this
circle connecting each vertex (via a connecting spring) to a corre-
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sponding point in the frame. We ensure that the stiffness of each
spring and the spacing between the connecting points on the frame
is proportional to the spacing between the other ends of the springs
in the original model. A spring is then instantiated along each edge
in the original model with stiffness proportional to the edge length.
A mass is placed at each vertex and the outer frame is held fixed.
(We chose to use an equal mass at each vertex. One could choose
the mass of each vertex in such a way that the mass density per
unit area of the model is approximately constant but in practice we
found this unnecessary.) The user can then adjust various parameters such as spring stiffness and frame configuration and run the
simulation in order to find a pelt that is optimal. For alternative
topologies we can use more than one frame but the principles are
the same. The user can make alterations to the geometry of the
frame before or even during the minimisation. Our first test was
with a model for a rat-like creature. (See Figure 4 (a,c).)
Once the model is stretched out flat the user can make manual
adjustments if required and then texture coordinates can be applied
using planar projection. In addition, further modifications may be
carried out using algorithms more suited to local refinement. (See
Figure 4 (b).) These assigned texture coordinates may now be transferred back to the original model. Note that as the vertices in the
original cut were duplicated there is no unique way to transfer texture coordinates back to the original model at these points. We assign texture coordinates at these points completely arbitrarily (we
see later why this is acceptable). At this stage what we have is
the original model with texture coordinates assigned to all vertices.
Unfortunately, in the region of the cut we will have an unsightly
seam because (1) we have assigned arbitrary texture coordinates to
some vertices and (2) we will be interpolating between texture coordinates that correspond to opposite sides of the flattened model.

Fortunately, there is a way to deal with this problem. We can split
up the surface into a number of pieces, each of which is a topological disk, and then generate texture coordinates for each piece.
(Again we stress that although we are talking about splitting up the
model our ultimate goal is to leave the original model intact.) If we
split up the model into non-overlapping pieces we face the problem
that the domain of control of points near the boundary may in fact
lie in a neighbouring region. So we choose to work with a set of
overlapping pieces.
There is a standard technique used in topology for dealing with
functions on arbitrary topological surfaces that are defined on overand that we can
lapping pieces. Suppose we have a manifold
express it as a union of open subsets 2
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so that they are
all topologically disks. Suppose we can find texture coordinates
and on each
so that any function on
can be written
as
(Each
is called a chart and the whole collection is
called an atlas [18], [19].)
Suppose we have a set of continuous functions
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and
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and it is guaranteed to be continuous over the entire manifold. This
gives a way to build a continuous function on the whole manifold
out of the individual pieces. More generally by choosing blend
functions that are themselves
we can build functions that are
out of individual pieces.
Our problem now is to build blend functions out of the functions
and
because these are the
contained in the sets
functions we are able to specify using control points.
Although it makes sense to use smooth functions for texture coordinates - when blending two different but similar functions it is
. This is because, as we will
acceptable to use functions in
see later, we will be blending textures that are approximately equal
on the overlap making the discontinuity in the derivative of the texture small.
We will now consider in detail how to construct blend functions
for the pelting procedure above.
and .
will corIn our scheme we will use two regions:
is a region
respond to the pelt that we have described above and
that we will call the patch. We will have two sets of texture coordinates:
and
.
,
are the coordinates derived by
the pelting process above and
are discussed below. In this
and
.
case we have only two blend functions
We discuss first how we construct control points for the blend
because this scheme determines how we choose the
function
patch .
In any overlap between the pelt and the patch regions we require
a polygon over which both of the texture maps interpolate correctly
because this gives a region over which we may smoothly switch
from one texture map to another. Consider Figure 5. This represents a region spanning both sides of a cut (which is represented
by ). As discussed above we assign arbitrary values for the pelt
texture coordinates to and and texture coordinates derived from
the planar projection of the pelt at , , , , , , and (and
similarly on the opposite site of the cut). The domain of control of
includes and so we
the points on the interior of polygon
know that the pelt texture coordinates interpolated here will have an
arbitrary component and so will not represent the planar projection.
The polygon closest to the cut that is a good representation is
.
So in order to make the patch as small as possible we make the
patch extend out as far as and so that on
the patch texture
coordinates are also good. We now define the blend function to be
the function in
that has control value 1 at , , , and
and zero on , , , , , . Over
the blend function can be
used to smoothly interpolate between the two textures and outside
this region either one or the other texture mapping will be used. In
this way we define a smooth transition between two texture maps
by defining one extra scalar field and more importantly: not changing the geometry of the model in any way. In practice we design
our textures so that the two different texture maps map into textures
they approximate each other.
so that on
When the topology of the faces is more complex than in this diagram a more complex definition is required. Call the set of vertices
and edges in the cut
. Define
for
to be the loop of
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(Traditionally such a set of is called a partition of unity [19] but
we will call the blend functions.) Given any continuous function
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Figure 5: Regions of the blend function
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Figure 6: The regions of the blend function over the example rat
model

, containing
edges and vertices that goes completely around
the smallest area, that does not share any vertices with it. We are
now in a position to define the patch - it is the region enclosed by
. Vertices within and including
are given blend functon value
and those outside and including
are given value . It can be
and
contains no points whose
seen that the region between
domain of control intersects with the cut. If we choose models with
all vertices at least trivalent (at least three edges meeting at each
vertex) and with every polygon a quadrilateral (after one CatmullClark subdivision all faces are quadrilateral) then there are guaranand . This means that
teed to be no isolated vertices between
and
can be unambiguevery vertex between and including
ously assigned blend value or by the above method. On the
other hand if other polygons are present we can interpolate blend
and
by any reasonable scheme values to vertices between
e.g. by taking the average of the values at nearest neighbours.
We can assign texture coordinates to the patch by detaching it
from the full model and applying the pelting procedure to it. We
then transfer the texture coordinates assigned to the patch back onto
the full model. This mapping is extended to the entire model to
- assigning texture coordinates arbitrarily to points
produce
not in the patch. At this stage we now have two global sets of texture
coordinates, and a global blending function that seamlessly blends
between texture maps rendered using these coordinates in such a
way that the regions with arbitrary texture coordinates are invisible.
The procedure for painting the models typically went as follows:
once texture coordinates have been assigned to the model through
the pelt int is roughly painted directly in a 3d paint package. The resulting low resolution texture map was then transferred to a 2d paint
package where additional detail was applied. Using the texture coordinates derived from the pelting process we are able to render the
patch region of the model after it has been flattened by pelting. As
a result of the scheme described above the edges of the patch will
be textured correctly. The final task of the artist is then to paint the
small region of the patch in the immediate vicinity of the cut.
Implementing the texture blending is easily achieved with modern shaders [10] or with multipass texturing.
Although we have concentrated on the implementation details
for subdivision surfaces a simplified scheme can be implemented
for use with polygon models using linear interpolation of texture
coordinates.
In Figure 5 we mark the region textured solely by the patch texture in red, that using solely the pelt texture in green and the region
in which blending occurs in yellow. In Figure 6 we show how these
regions extend over a large portion of our example model.
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6 Results
We implemented the system to set up the dynamics using MEL
scripting and C++ plug-ins within Alias-Wavefront’s Maya and the
dynamics solver used was the standard one in Maya. On an R10000
SGI O2 it took under a minute to find a good texture mapping for
the 11000 polygon rat model and we were able to find good texture
mappings for models such as the alien creature example with no difficulty. We used Flesh from Digits ’n’ Art software to carry out local refinement on the final texture mappings and the initial 3d model
painting. (See Figure 7.) We were able to implement the rendering
using Pixar’s Renderman which supports Catmull-Clark surfaces,
multiple scalar attributes at control vertices, and both the
and
interpolation schemes. The resulting mappings were
found to be very suitable for work with 2D paint packages such as
Adobe Photoshop or with scans of real paint and brush. For the
alien creature example we added geometric detail to the 6500 polygon model by using a displacement map painted using the same set
of texture coordinates.
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7 Conclusions and Future Research
We have found a way to texture map the entire surface of subdivision surfaces without modifying the model. We have used a dynamics solver to find optimal texture mappings and have used two
techniques to find a good global solution: solving in 3D instead of
2D and using springs and a frame to impose boundary conditions.
We have also introduced a scheme for blending smoothly between
different texture mappings on a subdivision surface.
We would like to reimplement the dynamics more directly and
efficiently (possibly replacing it with a more specialised statics
solver that could work in real time) so that we can allow users to
manipulate texture maps directly and easily as if they were rubber sheets [16]. We would also like to implement the entire blending process in an automatic way so that the user simply paints in
3D on a single model and the software automatically updates the
(possibly multiple) texture map contributing to each point [11].
Although the technique has only been applied in the case of two
regions it generalises to multiple regions by using multiple blend
functions. We would like to find good ways to enable the user to
define such regions with various types of cuts allowing extremely
complex topologies to be dealt with efficiently.
One difficulty is with finding ways to make the cutting and blending scheme compatible with level of detail (LOD) techniques. LOD
methods substitute low resolution proxies for models whenever

Figure 4: (a) The initial setup for the rat pelting (b) The final texture mapping after local refinement (c) 3 stages during the pelting simulation

k

high resolution details are not required. Unfortunately, the patch
is itself a high resolution detail and so model simplification tends
to remove it entirely. For very low resolution substitutes where the
seam is too small to be noticeable we have used pelting combined
with the earlier mentioned overwrapping approach in production.
We have had great success using pelting within a production environment. Animators and modelers have found it easy to generate
texture mappings and 2D and 3D painters have found the mappings
extremely well adapted to their needs. We believe the future of
character animation lies with subdivision surfaces and pelting has
played a major role in allowing us to move along this path.
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Figure 7: (a) Pelt texture for rat (b) Seam texture (c) Rendered rat using only pelt texture (note the seam) (d) Rendered rat using both textures
(e) The final rat (f) Pelt texture for alien (g) Rendered alien (6500 polygons)

